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AMT-SYBEX has
assessed today’s
market place and

established three models that
we are now able to offer;

• Base Service – Support of
application software and
associated configuration.

• Selected Managed Service
– Provision of solutions from
a hosted data centre where
the Customer manages user
infrastructures and first line
support.

• Fully Managed & Hosted
Service – Full end-to-end
service; including provision of
hardware, software, technical
and application services
within a secure hosted
environment.

Another growing business focus
today is knowledge
management. In this edition of
the KnowHow we have included
a number of articles which look
at the challenges organisations
faced by changing
environments of competition,
regulation and resources in
relation to: 

• the ongoing retention of this
knowledge 

• the associated dependency
on being able to tap into it at
the moment of need

• the importance of controlling
and maintaining  process as
a bi-product of change.

Since the inception of the
KnowHow last year, I have
been really pleased with the
objective feedback and ideas
suggested for inclusion. The
KnowHow has been
established as a
communication vehicle for you
so please let me know if there
is anything you think would be
useful by way of inclusion and
we will do our best to oblige. 

Happy reading

Lester Bayford 
Customer Services Manager
lester.bayford@amt-sybex.com
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From the Editor Contents
Dear Customer
Welcome to the summer edition of
the KnowHow.

Since the last edition it has been a
busy time for AMT-SYBEX as we
continue to expand our solutions
and support services. 

Our centre fold article looks at
Managed Services and why more
and more organisations are taking
this approach to managing certain
aspects of their business.

Welcome

Printed on 75% Recycled paper
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2007 was another successful
year for AMT-SYBEX and I would
like to take this opportunity to
thank all of you for your
continued support. 

We continue to deliver value to our
customer base both in the private and
public sector.  Financially, we delivered
strong consistent results with a 6%
increase in turnover. We are always
delighted by the high levels of repeat
revenues from our long standing
customers and thank you for this. 

We have successfully executed our
strategy of offering a broader range of
solutions to our target markets and this
is now paying dividends. For example,
we are a leader in supplying Mobile
Working Solutions to the Infrastructure
Industries with a number of important
successful deployments last year
delivered through our strong mobile
capability.  Customers include; National
Grid, Network Rail, Northern Ireland
Water, Metronet, EDF Energy,
Transport for London, Southern Water

and Alfred McAlpine.  I'm delighted to
welcome new customers in the mobile
arena including; Royal Mail, Puget
Sound (USA), Toronto Hydro Electric
(Canada), RSPCA, London Fire
Brigade, RMS, Freelancers Waste
Management and Metropolitan Police. 

Our new partnership offering our
solutions through Vodafone's new
innovative service demonstrates our
market leading position. We are helping
our customers improve service levels
and reduce costs through the continued
provision of a targeted Managed
Service portfolio. As evidence of this
success, approximately 40% of our
business now derives from recurring
revenues.  This has been particularly
successful with Ellipse customers,
Mobiles, Business Process Outsourcing
and our Marrakech Supply Chain
offerings. 

Our Aircraft Leasing Division welcomes
Babcock & Brown and Aviation Capital
Group from the west coast of America.  

Our existing customers in this space
have successfully deployed our
solutions with us achieving a 60% share
of the Global Aircraft Leasing Market. 

Customer satisfaction remains
paramount to us and we continue to
actively focus on interacting with our
user community through our Customer
Service and Account Management
operations; executive briefs; round table
events and indeed the KnowHow!

Andrew Miller
Group managing Director

Andy joined the company in
1992 and is responsible for
the company’s Mobile
Working and Information
Management Business Unit.
He is also Chief Executive
of AMT-SYBEX's wholly
owned Supply Chain
Management subsidiary,
Marrakech. 

Brian helped to form AMT-
SYBEX in 1990 and as
Strategy Director is responsible
for the overall direction of the
company.

Brian initially held the role of
Sales Director followed by
Managing Director. Brian was
also formerly the Non-
Executive Chairman of Mincom
(APAC) Pty Ltd.

Brian Miller, Strategy Director Andy Hamlyn, Group Director

MD’s update

Meet the Directors
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Business decision making competences are constantly
challenged by a changing environment of competition,
regulation and resources. Right-time intelligence or even
the knowledge itself  is often lacking. The “rules of

thumb”, the “local knowledge” built up over many years of
engagement, is often not recorded or has been too difficult to record.
Retirements, staff turnover, skill shortages or low training investment
all lead to the loss of capability within the organisation.
It is said that 42% of an organisation’s knowledge is held in the
minds of its people (C. Frappaola & L.T. Wilson). How effectively is
that knowledge being utilised? What is the value to the organisation
of that knowledge and the risk of losing it? How up-to-date is that
knowledge and how often is it utilised?
We begin to answer those questions with a knowledge audit to
identify the sources of knowledge and its value to the corporation. 
The solution should not be to capture everything but to apply a strict
filter to what is captured and why. We can then make that
knowledge available in a structured way to suit users’ needs on-
demand. In general our process involves the following steps:

It does not attempt to "automate" the decision process but provides
support in terms of access to experience in the form of fault trees,
FAQs, risks, examples of good/poor practice, case studies/after
action reviews and links to supporting resources.
We assess from a user’s point of view the best way to represent
that knowledge not simply using what is in existence. For example,
is it better that a procedure has accompanying video footage
rather than being just text based? Is a model too complicated for
operators as opposed to being appropriate for engineers?

Responding to this major need AMT-SYBEX has
put together a number of support programs to
enable clients to build, capture and share their
corporate knowledge.
These include: IT based solutions as well as
coaching, mentoring and training. We have also
partnered with a number of specialists in the
field of Knowledge systems to capture client
workforce knowledge and make it available in a
structured way.

Mobilising Knowledge Conference – IoD London 
This event, hosted by AMT-SYBEX  drew clients from a diverse
range of industry sectors to highlight the importance of mobilising
knowledge and to discuss methods to capture essential business
information to ensure organisations avoid the knowledge trap. 
Presentations included Dr. C. Booth, Dynamic Knowledge
Corporation who focused on the value of capturing knowledge in a
global economy where business processes are commonly
outsourced or off-shored and David Higgin, from National Grid who
provided a case study where following a period of company
restructuring and a number of employees leaving, National Grid
wanted to capture and preserve the unique and critical knowledge
stored within its workforce.

• Sponsorship and taking the first step -
then sell it 

• Recognition of knowledge (mgt) should
be a core competency

• Ability to do ‘it’ again and again - i.e
innovation (supported by financial
metrics)

• Knowledge sharing drives innovation 
• How do you instill a culture/pride in

organisation/work for sustainable
business or competitive advantage?

• Need top-down sponsorship with bottom-
up delivery - visionary to ‘sell’ concept

• ‘Safe pair of hands’-
definitions/terminology

• Trust in the individuals’ abilities 

• Driver for KM – Incident or risk motivated
to drive to improve (benchmark
companies). When do you start?

• How to change knoledge from a dry
subject to a ‘sexy’ subject

• Transfer of knowledge to consultants on
process  

• Share knowledge to new employees/
suppliers/client (new sales people) 

• Knowledge at the point of need
• Ease of access - up to date/right

knowledge/right time 
• How to achieve a learning organisation 
• Continual re-inventing the wheel
• Business wants succession planning

• Knowledge business case in metrics that
are believable 

• Speed of knowledge transfer within
business

• Shift knowledge from strategic to
common practice 

• Expert acceptance of knowledge, also
with user community

• Balance between responsiveness and
bureaucracy 

• Suitable technology channel for
knowledge access

• Relationship between timing of knowledge
initiatives and cultural readiness

• Leadership and collective understanding
of purpose

Knowledge Management Wish List - generated from the conference breakout sessions

The Need for Knowledge Engineering

For more information contact
KnowledgeEngineering@amt-sybex.com

Knowledge Audit

Capture, Structure and Validation

Web-Based Rendered Content

Knowledge Base Maintenance
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After initial training on a new application,
process, or product, expectations are high
that the change will deliver significant

benefits. But weeks (or sometimes just days) later,
employees’ memories begin to fade, training material
is forgotten, old habits even return. And sometimes
even the application screens, product details, or
processes get refined by management – maybe just
small, but important tweaks.  Staff, or associates can
get overwhelmed by details and changes. The result
is that the change is not adopted, errors are made
and performance declines over time …..and
management gets the post-training blues!

The Reaction

Organisations adopt a myriad of different coping strategies:  

• Follow-up training – but often there isn’t enough time or
resource availability! 

• Intranets are not effective due to search and maintenance
difficulties and data becoming quickly dated. 

• Even if an Application’s online help can be updated, due
to release constraints deployment is not timely enough.

• Most commonly the help desks or expert colleagues
take the burden. Not only is this hard to scale-up for
hundreds of employees, but it’s extremely expensive and
inefficient.  Employees want the right answers
immediately - without depending on others – and without
interrupting their work flow.

The Solution

Our Performance Support Solution is a specialised
knowledge management system that empower operations
and training managers to deliver clear, relevant, and
company-specific “when, what, and how” information and
documentation to employees “at the moment of need.”
Training gets built into the job by providing the most current
information and documentation in context and at user
fingertips. Accordingly, a good dose of performance support
cures post-training blues. 

For more information contact EPSS@amt-sybex.com

Got the Post Training Blues?

Organisational Proficiency over Time 

Pre- Go-Live
Training

Support calls
ramp up

Re-training Ongoing

Go-Live
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What are Enterprise Services?
An Enterprise Service is a web service
description of Ellipse business logic described
using Web Services Description Language

(WSDL). The service represents a distinct business
service such as a Work Order Service and the operations
that can be performed by the Service against the Work
Order business entity such as Create, Delete, Add
Durations and other business level operations.

Enterprise Services allow developers to maintain Ellipse
data through a simplified Web Services Interface. 

This interface manages the business logic and rules
associated with the Ellipse business entities.

The potential of these new services is unlimited and each
is unique and specific to the customer’s needs. Customers
can access the services faster than ever using standard
technology and their preferred language that supports
Web Services.

Ellipse Corner

For more information please contact EES@amt-sybex.com

Navigation Page:

• The navigation page displays
the main function of the
application.

• In this case there are two:
WorkRequests and Workbank

• You can add as many as you
wish and customise to suit any
requirement

Login Page:

• Security is based on standard
Ellipse Login security.

• Consistent look and feel of the
web pages maintained
throughout the website.

• Dropdown boxes populated
from the Ellipse database
allow ease of validation.

• This utilises the following EES
Web services
– EllipseConnection Manager
– Table

WorkRequests Create Page:

• In this scenario some data is
presented to help us create a
new Work Request in the
database.

• This utilises the following EES
Web services
– WorkRequests

WorkRequests Business Flow Page:

• Here the business flow activities
for the newly created work
Request are presented.

• This page will allow you to
complete these tasks if required.

• This utilises the following EES
Web services
– WorkRequests
– BusProcTemplate
– BusProcInstance

Login Page

WorkRequests Create Page WorkRequests Business Flow Page

Navigation Page1 2

4 5
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Ellipse Enterprise Service Demonstration
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LinkOne

WorkRequestCreate Page:

• In this scenario you can
create a new
WorkRequests and
complete its related work
activities or you can review
existing work requests.

EES Solution Overview

WorkRequests Create Page

Mincom has been an AMT-SYBEX
partner for more than a decade.
Traditionally we have sold their MIMS and

Ellipse products, as well as various middleware
offerings. Since January we have also been
promoting their LinkOne package.

LinkOne is a software solution for creating graphical
catalogues assisting users to find the right part, first
time, every time.  A world leader in graphical content
creation, distribution and access, LinkOne has the
power to link graphics with parts lists and rich text to
easily produce electronic parts catalogues and
graphical interactive electronic technical manuals. 

LinkOne's publishing, distribution, and viewing
system makes all forms of electronic parts and
service information available at the touch of a key via
the internet, intranet, or CD. This assists customers
in the areas of:

• Asset Management 

• Inventory Control 

• Supply Chain Management 

• Process Manufacturing 

• Material Management

LinkOne provides customers with the ability to save
valuable time in graphical parts identification and
increase sales through ease of identification of parts
and procedures along with accuracy in ordering by
utilising eProcurement. 

LinkOne will also provide current and consistent
information integrated with back office systems
(Ellipse, SAP, Oracle etc) and the centralised
management of LinkOne, means the information is
only updated in one location and is immediately
available to all users.

LinkOne will enable documents to be published once
and distributed UK and worldwide to dealers and
engineers over the internet. It will also give these
companies sight of stock, link spares with machinery
and maintenance activity, cut down dramatically on
parts sat in warehouses and could ultimately create
revenue through spare part web sales.

For more information please contact
james.clark@amt-sybex.com

WorkRequests Navigation Page:
• In this scenario when the

page loads all WorkRequests
assigned to this user they
are displayed in a grid view.

• Also images such as
Red/Yelow/Green lights can
be appended to records to
aid the user to visually
assess certain data, in this
case ‘Urgency’.

• There is a second grid view
where all ‘Red’ urgency
records are displayed by
default. This could easily
reperesent High Priority
customer calls in a call
centre environment.

• Various menus/information
can be displayed for more
information on what the data
means.

• This utilises the following
ESS Web services
– WorkRequests

WorkRequests Navigation Flow Page
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• EES must be deployed within
Websphere or Weblogic
Application Servers.

• Custom Web services and
Web Applications can be
deployed in
Websphere/Weblogic or as in
this case IIS.
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Managed Services
Today, Managed Services are
increasingly being viewed as an
integral element of a solution to
drive costs out of a business.

But what is today’s definition of Managed
Service and what is the most effective
approach for your organisation?  

A managed service is provided to a
customer [ organisation ] to proactively
manage a specified piece of [technology
– business – life ] either on a one-to-one
or one-to-many basis and are delivered
and prepaid for on a recurring basis.
There is a growing realisation that the
traditional single supplier approach to
Managed Services is not as conducive to
today’s business demands as it was once
perceived. Consequently many
organisations are revisiting their strategy
and approach to how they support this
area of business need. 

They are questioning the value of long
term single supplier outsourcing
arrangements, recognising that in order to
meet business requirements and increase
benefits, whilst driving down costs, they
must have a more flexible approach that
enables them to avail  of ‘best of breed’
skills and solutions on an as required
basis, albeit still via the channel of an
existing service delivery relationship. 

Organisations are adopting a selective,
multi-source, value-based approach to
servicing their needs. This is giving rise to
a more collaborative culture where
organisations are selecting  a mixture of
suppliers to manage various areas of the
business, e.g.

• Offshore suppliers where the service is
standard with well understood
requirements and the work is not
dependent on location, i.e. help desk,
data input, coding. 

• Best of breed suppliers who provide
‘specialist’ solutions and skills and who
the customer knows has the following
attributes: trust, integrity, ability to work
with them, a record of delivery and the
ability to understand requirements.

These suppliers may need to be prepared
to work in an alliance type structure to
most effectively satisfy the needs of the
business whilst complimenting for
example, in-house expertise.
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Managed Services 
Customer Benefits 
• Increased operational efficiency 
• Reduced operating costs
• Cost-effective access to enterprise-level

support 
• Minimum downtime 
• Allows the focus to be on running their

business, and not their vendors 
• Peace of mind from knowing that their

environment is monitored 24/7/365
• Future proofing 
• Flexibility to change service portfolio

Tips for a Successful Managed
Service
What are you trying to achieve?
• Cost reduction?

• Improved service?

• Support for non-strategic environment?

• Better utilisation of scarce resources?

• Organisation change?

• Will you actually do this or are you just
benchmarking internal costs?

Drivers for a Managed Service
• 24 x 7 working

• Lack of management processes

Managed Service Provider Models
• How do you adopt Managed Services?

• Expectation setting
• Company education, regional and

global buy-in
• Support only, Co-Managed, Fully

Managed

• Understand what you are buying
• What is being managed, service

boundary, what are the deliverables?
• Hardware – purchased, leased, provider

hosted, licensing and maintenance

• Response Times and Support
• Where is support delivered from, what

hours and what competence?

• What does 4 hour availability mean?
• What hardware support do you need?

Managing Your Supplier
• Service Provider Governance

• Sales and Account relationship 
• Support Relationship – regular not ad-hoc
• Supplier Executive relationship
• How will you be using your supplier –

what is your company model?

• Supporting the solution
• Supplier escalation procedures,

contacts, interface to your own
escalation

• Are your support team and the
suppliers aligned? 



National Grid
National Grid has a broad
spectrum of Managed Service
contracts ranging from a hosted
service for the IT infrastructure to

specific application support contracts
covering specialist software.

AMT-SYBEX provides an Application
Support Managed Service to National Grid
which comprises a dedicated on-site support
team supported remotely by the technical
team in Dublin providing 2nd and 3rd Line
Support.
Damian Fell, IS Analyst and Tina Summers,

Systems Administrator
say  the main attraction
to National Grid is the
inherent skills and
knowledge  AMT-
SYBEX provide. This
enables National Grid
to leverage the AMT-
SYBEX ‘know how’ in
areas where it is not
cost effective to
provide it internally,
whilst recognising
significant savings in
recruitment and
retraining. With ever
increasing regulatory
pressures, and the
demand to reduce
costs, it is important
that skills and
resources are
optimised. Damian
says “The Managed
Service has enabled
us to focus on the real
needs of the business

more and plan better”
Damian goes on to say that the introduction
of the AMT-SYBEX Managed Service has
provided better visibility in relation to service
calls enabling better tracking and control of
business issues.
National Grid are keen to build long term
relationships with their suppliers and Tina
believes the AMT-SYBEX Managed Service
model lends itself well to this. “Instant
accessibility to knowledgeable individuals
who are open and flexible, and prepared to
go that bit further than contractual
obligations, has definitely helped develop a
good working relationship”.

Metronet Rail
AMT-SYBEX provides a long
term Managed Services portfolio
that includes Application and
Technical Support and

Administration for deployed solutions
including Ellipse, TOMAS and the FDCS
mobile solution. The Managed Services
portfolio also provides server infrastructure
provisioning, hosting, and disaster recovery
and operating system and database
management. 
The AMT-SYBEX Managed Service team
have to integrate closely with Metronet’s
Business Systems Support Group (BSSG)
who provide Application Business support to
the user community.
Graeme King, Metronet’s Ellipse System
Administration and Development Manager
advises that it is a relationship that works
very well. Graeme recognises that the
Managed Service bridges a gap that
Metronet would struggle to fill internally or
recruit for, given a shortage and
consequential difficulty in retaining certain
technical and specialist application skills. 
Graeme thinks that with a collaborative
arrangement where in the Metronet scenario
AMT-SYBEX is priming other third party
suppliers, a single focal point  for managing
the entire service portfolio is critical. Graeme
says that having a strong Service Delivery
Manager and nurturing a good relationship
with them has been a key component in the
success of the service “I can confidently
park issues/questions  with the SDM in the
knowledge it will be managed sensitive to all
involved parties rather than in isolation by
each party”
Another important factor that Graeme
highlights is responsiveness. It is reassuring
to know that “in moments of real need”
Metronet can depend on a swift response
rather than being stifled by the bureaucratic
processes some organisations impose.
“The relationship my team and I have built
with the AMT-SYBEX Managed Service
team is invaluable. This is obviously a two
way thing but AMT-SYBEX has been very
proactive in nurturing this relationship”. 

For more information please contact Paul
Webster at 
paul.webster@amt-sybex.com
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• Management information / reporting
• Event correlation across multiple

technologies
• Lack of skills / resource
• Staff recruitment and retention
• Drive to corporate standards
• Need to risk assess changes
• Extensive patching / upgrading
• Mergers & acquisitions
• Complexity and demands of the mobile

workforce
• Reduce management costs
• More predictable cost of ownership
• Regulatory quality and governance

compliance

• Are you prepared for a major event?

• Managing multiple service providers 
• How do you manage internally, get

suppliers to co-operate?

• Change Control 
• Do you have a change control process? 
• Is it in aligned with the service process?

Considerations
• Sector expertise
• Flexibility
• Shared risk and reward
• Compliance
• Partnerships
• Service Level Agreement
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Process Simulation  
Be Confident In Your Business Processes

Process simulation allows a user the opportunity to
construct a dynamic model of a business process
and then to take measurements of that

performance. Using random factors, a series of runs may be
carried out which show how a process
might perform against a variety of
different patterns of events (e.g.
different patterns of arrivals, service
times and queuing times). 

The technique may be used to
compare a variety of
different options (or “what
if” scenarios) to determine
which performs best.
Measures can be collected,
for example:

• Average time an item
(e.g. a job) spends in the
system (processing time)

• Average amount of time
an item spends waiting in the system (waiting time)

• Average amount of time that a resource (e.g. a person or a
machine) spends waiting for a job (idle time).

Alternatively, a model can be used to determine the
minimum number of resources needed to deliver a given
quality of service (e.g. how many people do I need in
order to ensure that, on average, 99% of my customers
wait for less than 5 minutes?).

In general, simulation models are quick to build and provide a
risk free way of trying out new or alternative ideas. They are
risk free in the sense that you don’t actually have to change
any aspect of a business, or a business process, in order to
gain an understanding of the benefits, or the disadvantages,
associated with an idea. 

Where large capital investment is involved this is a very
important benefit; those who have to authorise such
expenditure can be given strong evidence of the benefits
before they have to commit the money.

Models also have the advantage that you can see, in a visual
display, what happens during the simulation. So, for example,
you can see where bottlenecks build up and where there are
opportunities for process improvements.

Simulation models have been heavily used in many
industries and organisations. Examples include health,
manufacturing, engineering and all other process intensive

areas. Examples of the sort of problems that have been
tackled are: assembly line organisation, warehouse and
material handling systems, capacity planning, staff schedule
planning, call centre management and managing waiting

times/waiting lists.

AMT-SYBEX has the capability
to build and run simulation
models. These models will
typically be process or system
orientated and be stochastic in
nature (ie they include a
random effect, based on the
use of statistical distributions,
and are not just deterministic).

Traditionally these models have been
used in a variety of contexts such as:

• Production planning

• Stores planning

• Distribution planning

• Process re-engineering

Our simulation software package provides many highly
desirable simulation features such as:

• A visual display which allows the simulation to be animated
(i.e. a display that shows the items passing through the
system as simulated time passes)

• Real-time measures about the performance of the process
being simulated (e.g. waiting time, service time, throughput)

• A logic whereby the way the routing of items passing
through the system can be controlled depending on the
value of other system variables (e.g. the next customer
arriving in the system joins the shortest queue)

• The ability to develop multiple “what if” scenarios

• The ability to import Visio process diagrams

The benefits of these models are that they can be used to try
out new processes and systems without having to carry out a
trial. This means the costs are very low and there are no risks
if the process/system is flawed. Existing processes can be
modelled to help identify bottle necks and then the impact of
planned improvements can be modelled and the potential
benefits identified and quantified. Different options can be
modelled and the results compared in order to determine the
best one.

For more information about Simulation please e-mail
simulate@amt-sybex.com
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AMT-SYBEX Secures NHS Additional Supply Capability and Capacity
(ASCC) Framework Contract

More Success for the AMT-SYBEX Aircraft Leasing Team

AMT-SYBEX Awarded Place on New
MoD Framework

AMT-SYBEX has recently been qualified onto the
Ministry of Defence’s second Framework Agreement
for Technical Services – FATS2 providing consultant
and technical people for a wide ranging programme of

services in the following areas :

• Computing Technologies and Mathematical Techniques

• Information and Signal Processing Technology

• Information Systems Technology

• Business Processes

• Data & Project Management
and Acquisition Support
Functions

This framework agreement has
been re-designed to better enable
MoD customers to easily contract
for various technical services
across a wide range of areas and
specific categories. As such, FATS2 is now being mandated by
more organisations than ever before, thus ensuring that it is
more widely used. Making it available to all government
departments is another method being used to make sure that it is
a success for all participants, such as AMT-SYBEX.

NHS Connecting for Health (CFH), an agency of the
Department of Health, has a need for access to a
broader base supply community, to support delivery of
the National Programme for IT (NPfIT) and to meet a

range of wider NHS business requirements.

Under the NPfIT, NHS CFH has already established a series of
highly regarded contractual arrangements
with the IT supply community on a national
and local level. Whilst these have worked
well, the size, complexity and duration of
the NPfIT are such that existing
arrangements may be insufficient to meet

future requirements and changing demands of the NHS and wider
health related delivery organisations.

A series of contingency framework agreements have been
established to meet these demands, offering a wide range of IT
goods and services, supporting both NHS business and clinical
applications, at national, regional and local levels. 

Under this framework AMT-SYBEX has been selected for the
following categories:-

Service Category 1.1 – Non-clinical ICT Application Service

Service Category 1.6 – Systems Integration Services

Service Category 1.7 –  Step-in/out Services

We are delighted to have secured two more major
clients; Babcock & Brown Aircraft Maintenance
(BBAM) and Aviation Capital Group (ACG) both with

large ICMS software (our own product) license sales. 

Both these customers are Top 10 global aircraft lessors.

This is in addition to our on-going largest ever implementation
in International Lease Finance Corporation (ILFC) as well as
supporting our existing customers – resulting in an extremely
busy time for the whole team.

AMT-SYBEX now boasts twelve of the Top 20 global aircraft
lessors as clients using our
software.

Babcock & Brown is an
international investment and
specialised fund and asset
management group.  They have
four operating divisions; real
estate, infrastructure and project
finance, operating leasing and
structured & corporate finance.

Babcock & Brown's Operating Leasing Division manages a
portfolio of assets within four business units:

• Babcock & Brown Aircraft Management (BBAM) – aircraft.

• Babcock & Brown Rail Management (BBRM) – railcars.

• Eurorail – locomotives and railcars.

• Babcock & Brown Electronics Management (BBEM) –
semiconductor manufacturing equipment.

Babcock & Brown Aircraft Management (BBAM) manages a
portfolio of 270 leased commercial jets with a total value of

US$7.3 billion.

We have another new customer Aviation Capital
Group (ACG), a United States-based commercial jet
aircraft leasing company on the west coast of
America.  ACG acts as the owner/lessor and portfolio
manager of commercial jet aircrafts leased to the
world's leading airlines.  It owns and manages a
portfolio of more than 200 commercial jet aircraft.  Its
portfolio of aircraft includes jets manufactured by
Boeing, Airbus and McDonnell Douglas.

Customer Focus
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In a growing number
of Managed Service
contracts AMT-SYBEX
is responsible for
managing the devices
deployed to mobile
field workers.  The
Letchworth mobile
support team provides
a single point of
contact for all aspects
of the daily operational
aspects of these
Managed Service
contracts.

Our current team comprises
nine members including
management, administration
support and PDA
technicians.The team handles
many calls per month
supporting over 2,000 devices
deployed in the field.

Each mobile managed service
has a different scope; some are
remotely operated employing
3rd party technical couriers to
perform device swaps, while on
other contracts we carry out the

end-to-end service including repairs, swaps and investigations
on the client’s premises. We have developed our own
processes and procedures to handle these variations.

What we do

We have developed our
own processes and
procedures for the
following service
‘components’ and daily
activities:

• Call handling; assigning,
updating and closing
incidents

• 2nd line user support,
e.g. for device and
application usability,
connectivity issues and
printing problems

• 2nd line hardware support for device management;
warranty, repairs,
replacements, as well as
working through more
complex usability issues

• Liaison with our own 3rd
line (application) support
team for our own FDCS
and associated
infrastructure software

• Ensuring SLAs are met

• Dealing with suppliers for
device repairs and
consumables

• Customer reporting

• Asset Management of
devices

We also have a dedicated Service Delivery
Manager (SDM) for each Managed Service
contract, responsible for the client relationship
and delivery of contractual obligations. Each
SDM obviously works very closely with the
mobile support team.

Through our SDM community we have 
also developed our own IT Service 
Management processes and aligned these to
ITIL best practices
[http://www.ogc.gov.uk/guidance_itil.asp].

Meet Our Letchworth Managed Service
Mobile Support Team
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The ASI & Marketforce’s 13th Annual 
The Future of Utilities

Embracing the Paradigm Shift: Delivering Security and
Sustainability 

10th & 11th March 2008, London Marriott Hotel Grosvenor Square 

The utility market currently faces two major challenges in its
development - ensuring the balance between supply and
demand, while meeting sustainability issues arising from
continuing climate change. 

Add to this complex regulatory frameworks and rising customer
expectations in an increasingly competitive market, and
organisations in the utility industry are faced with a number of
financial and operational challenges. 

Held at the London Marriot Hotel in Grosvenor Square, the two
day event provided a platform for senior industry figures to
discuss the current paradigm shift and share best practice advice
on how to embrace changes in the market. 
Topics covered at the event included securing energy and water
supplies for the long-term; meeting climate change obligations
and targets; developing long-term business plans; managing and
maintaining key networks; planning and delivering investment in
new assets; and developing retail strategies in a customer-centric,
competitive market.

John Murphy, AMT-SYBEX Support Service Director, interviewed
Alistair Buchanan, Chief Executive Officer at Ofgem, and Regina
Finn, Chief Executive Officer at Ofwat on the changing role of the
Administrator. 

He provided an insight into each industry regulators’ aims for the
future including plans to ensure sustainability while continuing to
develop competition in regulated markets; policies in place to meet
climate change targets; developments to ensure supply security;
and strategies to facilitate continued investment in the utility
market, plus incentivise efficiency measures in the supply sector. 

Attendees were also given the chance to voice their thoughts and
probe the regulators with questions from the floor. 

AMT-SYBEX staff have been busy on the conference circuit in recent months. The ASI & Marketforce’s 13th Annual – ‘Future of
Utilities’ Conference in London, saw our Support Service Director, John Murphy, chair a session. Whilst Gordon Brown, a Principal
Consultant with AMT-SYBEX, participated at the Data Quality Management Conference in Prague.

The Enhanced Data Quality Management in the Energy Industry
Creating Competitive Advantage Through Proactive Enterprise Wide Strategies

The conference offered companies best
in-class case study experience from
leading operators and renowned
authorities to enable them to act to
streamline their business operations and
achieve competitive advantage in this
newly liberalised market.

Through best practice case studies and
panelled debate delegates were shown
how to take a strategic approach to data
& information to improve their business
operations, asset management and CRM
through the use of data quality
management practices. 

They were shown how to 

• Enhance  data quality to identify trends
and problems, allowing proactive
management

• Evaluate data quality from market and
industry levels

• Gain ideas on how to put in place
intelligent data management policies

Contributors  included:

• npower talking about their data quality
management implementation

• EDF Energy talking about addressing
the root cause of inaccurate data

• BT talking about how they add value to
their company through enhanced data
quality

• Centrica on how to improve data quality
through an integrated, enterprise wide
management system

• Eneco Energy's talking about the
revolutionary technology they used to
capture high quality asset data

• Gordon Brown a Principal Consultant
with AMT-SYBEX sat on an expert
speaker  panel at a conference in
Prague discussing Data Quality
Management.

Poor data quality costs companies 
10% - 20% of organisational turnover 

and damages business operations

Conference Corner
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Institute of Directors, London

Since Marrakech became part of the AMT-SYBEX Group in
November 2006 there have been some significant
investments in the Marrakech brand and the
business has grown substantially. 

The company now works with over 30,000 procurement and
supply chain professionals bringing significant savings to
these organisations by optimising their procurement
operations. By developing and expanding its solution offering,
Marrakech is now pushing into a variety of new sectors. 

To celebrate this exciting time, Marrakech hosted a one-day
customer event at the Institute of Directors in London,
focused on bringing customers together to share success
stories. 

Presentations were made by 

• Identity & Passport Service (IPS)
As an executive agency of the Home Office, IPS has installed
Marrakech’s e-procurement solution to help streamline its
buying procedures during a period of
exponential growth and change in service
delivery. 

• JLA, a leading supplier of commercial
laundry equipment, followed IPS’s
presentation and provided an insight into
how Marrakech’s Reqio mobile solution is
helping improve field service operations in
his business.  

As a service driven company, JLA relies on
its reputation as a reliable partner as one of
its key selling points. So parts ordered
incorrectly can cause unnecessary additional
call-outs to customers, as well as JLA
incurring financial penalties. The solution has

enabled JLA to store over 50,000 parts on a handheld device,
removing the need for their engineers to carry large numbers
of paper manuals.

Not only has the solution enabled their engineers to automate
the whole parts ordering process, with the removal of the
bulky manuals from their service vans, it has given JLA more
space for additional parts. This, in turn, has seen their first
time fix rate increase.

• Michael Whitby is a procurement expert from Carphone
Warehouse who has held high-level procurement positions
in companies such as Barclays, Reuters, NatWest and
BAA. He highlighted the need for organisations to reassess
their procurement strategies to address changing dynamics
in the supply chain industry, and also stressed the
importance of building strategic supplier relationships to
ensure sourcing needs are met at times of scarcity.

• Impress; as a world leading manufacturer of metal
packaging, Impress has 60 production plants across 20
countries all of which have similar sourcing needs. 

By working with Marrakech, Impress has implemented a three
tier sourcing strategy which encourages transparency of
purchasing information between plants through the sharing of
best-practices and standard supplier catalogues – a move
which is helping Impress negotiate better supplier contracts,
identify ordering patterns across plants and achieve
significant cost savings. 

• Marrakech, who gave the event attendees an insight into
the Marrakech product roadmap with details of proposed
software developments and enhancements as well as the
release strategy for the next 12 months for the Marrakech
Product set.

Get Together With Marrakech 
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AMT-SYBEX recently took a stand at the one
day “Mobile Working Conference: Increasing
efficiency by implementing flexible working.”

The conference was organised by the Chartered Institute
of Environmental Health.  The conference featured high
profile speakers from all areas of local government and
industry. This provided delegates with critical and
practical information needed to help make informed
decisions on how to introduce flexible working practices
within local government.

Events 
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We recently hosted another prestigious seminar
at Stratford-upon-Avon’s Welcombe Hotel.

The event theme was centred around “Ellipse-
Continuing to Meet the Business Challenges’”. We
shared information and experience as to how Ellipse will
continue to assist organisations in meeting the business
challenges they face both now and in the future. The
subject was a ‘Roadmap’ introduction to new
developments in Ellipse – specifically those designed to

meet Asset Management regulations being introduced in
the UK over the next three years.

Speakers included Mike Duggan, Gordon Sterling and Alan
Scott of AMT-SYBEX as well as Isabelle Haigh,
Programme Manager, National Grid and Bob King, Chief
Operating Officer from Toronto Hydro Electric System. 

For details on this event please visit our website 
www.amt-sybex.com

The 11th Annual Executive Brief
We will be hosting a two day Executive Brief on
Monday 15th and Tuesday 16th September at
Stapleford Park in Lincolnshire.

The Theme for Day One is Politics and Regulation. This
will see speakers including Brian Miller, Deputy Chairman,
AMT-SYBEX, The Rt Hon William Hague MP, Chris Le
Fevre, Lord O’Neil, Tom Winsor and Nigel Hawkins.

The Theme for Day Two is Innovation and the Future. This
will see speakers  including Steven Norris, Chairman of
AMT-SYBEX and Futurologist Ian Pearson who will be
talking about the way the world will be in the year 2020.

Final details will be placed on our website closer to
the date, please check www.amt-sybex.com

http://www.amt-sybex.com
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